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cargo, and mail throughout the west-
ern United States.

On 1 May 1934, the aircraft and
airline was folded into the new United
Air Lines network and its insignia was
accordingly modified. With United,
the Boeing flew until mid-1935 when
it was returned to the factory and
upgraded to 247-D standards. Back to
United on 27 August 1935, it contin-
ued to faithfully fly with the operator
until 8 February 1937.

Newer and more efficient equip-

ment in the form
of the Douglas DC-3 had

made the 247 pretty much
obsolete on first-line routes,
but there was a strong sec-
ondary market for the
rugged Boeings. In early
1937, ten 247-Ds were pur-

chased from United by
Pennsylvania Central Airlines.

Rapidly put into service, they replaced
Stinson A tri-motors and early 247s
used by Central Airlines and
Pennsylvania Airlines. PCA’s new
maintenance base and operations head-
quarters was located at Pittsburgh’s
Allegheny County Airport. The new
additions were utilized on the
Washington-Milwaukee route and
NC13347, carrying its new colors, was
soon flying this segment.

We have not been able to find the

exact date NC13347 stopped flying
with PCA, but in 1940 it was obtained
by the Canadian Department of
Munitions and received the temporary
civil registration CF-BTD. Canada was
at war with Nazi Germany and the
country, along with rest of the
Commonwealth, was scrambling to get
aircraft. CF-BTD was transferred to
the Royal Canadian Air Force
where it wore serial 7839. One of
several RCAF 247s, it sol-

diered on until 17
December 1941 when it
was sold to Maritime
Central Airways.

Re-registered CF-
BTB, the Boeing
flew with this com-
pany until 1945 when
it headed south to join
little-known Columbia
Airlines. The registration
reverted to NC13347 and,
at the time of owner-
ship change, the air-
craft had logged
16,211-hrs. Flying
with Columbia
until June 1951,
its next stop was
Latin America.
Always a home for
aging prop trans-
ports, the 247 began
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In the
very early 1930s,
Boeing was moving forward with a
new generation of all-metal aircraft

including the B-9 bomber and the
Monomail — a design aimed at creat-
ing a highly-efficient plane for the air-
mail network. The company had also
built the Model 80 — a lumbering,
fabric-covered biplane airliner powered
by three Hornet radials. In America,
the airline industry was struggling to
find a transport that was reliable,
affordable, and, perhaps most impor-
tantly, being able to turn a profit. 

The company created the Model 247
— an all-metal, retractable gear, twin-
engine transport that incorporated
lessons learned from the B-9 and
Monomail, but also added its own mod-
ern upgrades. A bit smaller and lighter
than the Fokker, Ford, and Boeing tri-
motors that it was intended to replace,
the Model 247 was some 50- to 70-mph
faster than these aircraft and it could
also climb while carrying a full load with

one
engine
dead.

The
Model 247 appeared
to be the future and
orders came in for 70
aircraft beginning in
1932. The majority of these orders
were from the carriers that comprised
United Air Lines. The first example
took to the air on 8 February 1933, but
this was also a time of rapid aeronauti-
cal advancement and in Santa Monica,
California, Donald Douglas and his
engineers were working on a new
design — the DC-1. This machine
would, of course, lead to the DC-2 and
DC-3 — airliners that would complete-
ly dominate the world marketplace and
quickly relegate the Model 247 to sec-
ond-level operators.

However, the 247
did pave the way forward
and proved to be strong

and reliable. As time passed,
the number of 247s dwindled

and survivors were often found
operating in third world locales.

One aircraft did manage to keep
on flying as other 247s were ground-
ed or scrapped and that plane is the
subject of this article. Some 83-years-
ago, on 26 July 1933, Boeing 247 c/n
1729 NC13347 was handed over to
Pacific Air Transport. Finished in its
patchwork of anodized gray alu-
minum, the transport was immediate-
ly put to work hauling passengers,

We can state with
almost complete

certainty that,
after this 26
April ferry
flight from
Paine Field
to Boeing
Field, no
247 will
ever
again
take to
the air.

IN THE JUNE ISSUE WE COVERED THE
LAST FLIGHT OF THE FIRST BOEING

727. THIS MONTH, WE EXAMINE THE
FINAL FLIGHT OF THE ONLY

AIRWORTHY BOEING 247 —
AN AIRCRAFT THAT HELPED

CEMENT AMERICA’S DOMINATION
OF THE AIRLINE INDUSTRY
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For a brief time, United operated both the 247 and the DC-3 from Boeing’s archrival Douglas. The economics of the DC-3 quickly made
the aircraft extremely desirable with the world’s airlines. (Alpha Archive)

NC13347, our subject aircraft, in service with Pennsylvania Central Airlines at Akron
Municipal Airport on 3 August 1939. (Emil Strasser via Gerald Liang)

With the 247, United could
proclaim it operated the

fastest, most-modern
airliner on coast-to-
coast service.

Vintage Pennsylvania
Central Boeing 247
baggage label.

The Boeing briefly flew as
CF-BTB with Maritime

Central Airways.


